Journey to School

Mum, what will we see today?  
The same things we see every day?

We might just see a bright red bus  
There it goes overtaking us!

A taxi waiting on the bend  
Might just pick up my best friend.

An ambulance might go zooming past,  
With blue lights flashing; safe and fast.

We might get stuck behind a digger  
Or maybe something even bigger!

Will the bin men be doing their rounds?  
I love the squashing, crunching sounds.

Or will we look up into the sky  
And see a helicopter flying by?

Will we see the blue lights flash  
As past us police cars zoom and dash?

We must take care as we drive today,  
In case a bike comes along our way.

Mum, what will we see today?  
The same things we see every day?